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ABSTRACT 
Brualdi’s conjecture on the minimum permanent in the set of doubly stochastic 
n X n matrices with n - 1 zeros on a diagonal is shown to be false for n 2 5. The 
minimum is determined in a subset of such matrices. 
Let C,, be the n x n (O,l>matrix with the first n - 1 entries on the main 
diagonal equal to 0, and all the other entries equal to 1, and let R, denote the 
n X n (O,l)-matrix with zero trace, and all off-diagonal entries equal to 1. 
Thus C,, = R, + E,,,. Let 52( C,) denote the polyhedron of n x n doubly 
stochastic matrices with zeros in positions (i, i), i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1. Brualdi [l] 
conjectured that the matrix 
1 
x, = 
n(n - 2) 
0 n-l n-l . 
n-l 0 n-l . 
n-l n-l 0 . 
n-l n-l n-l . 
_n - 2 n-2 n-2 - 
. n-l n-2 
. n-l n-2 
. n-l n-2 
0 * n-2
. n-2 n-2 
is (the unique) minimizing matrix in G(C,,); i.e., that X, is (the unique) 
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matrix in Q(C,,) with minimum permanent. We show that the conjecture is 
false for all fl > 5. 
The following lemmas are direct corollaries of known results (see [2]). 
LEMMA 1. Zf A is a minimizing matrix in Q(C,,), then A is filly 
indecomposable. 
LEMMA 2. Zf A = (a ij) is a minimizing matrix in O(C,) and aPq > 0, 
then per(A(plq)) = per(A). 
LEMMA 3. Zf A is a minimizing matrix in G(C,), then per( A( n 1 n)) > 
per(A). 
Let C,, R, and X, be the matrices defined above. Clearly, 
w(W = p4%)+p4Ll), 
per(R,) = (n - l)per(C,_,). 
We compute 
per(X,(nln)) = 
(n - l)“-‘per(R,_,) 
[n(n-2)]“-’ ’ 
and 
per(X,(lln)) = 
(n - 1)“-2(n - 2)per(C,_,) 
[n(n-2)]“-l ’ 
If X, were a minimizing matrix then, by Lemma 2, per(X,( nln)) and 
per( X .( 1 In)) would be equal, and we would have 
(n - l)per(R._,) = (n - 2)per(C,_,) 
= (n - 2)[per(R.-,)+per(R,-,)l, 
by (l), that is, 
per(R,_,) = (n - 2)per(R,_2). (2) 
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But 
per(R.-,) = (n - 2)per(C,-2) 
= (n - 2)[per(R,-,)+per(R,~,)l, 
> (n - 2)per(R,_,), 
for n > 5, and this contradicts (2). Hence 
and X, cannot be a minimizing matrix. 
The problem of determining the minimum permanent for matrices in 
G(C,) seems to be extremely difficult. To render it tractable we make a 
rather plausible assumption that there exists a minimizing matrix in Q(C,) of 
the form 
Y 
0 
Y 
Y 
a 
Y Y 
Y Y 
0 Y 
Y 
a 
Y 
a 
Y 
Y 
Y 
0 
a 
where (Y, /3, and y are nonnegative numbers satisfying 
(n-1)OL+P=(Y+(n-2)y=l. (4) 
The assumption is in agreement with an affirmative answer to Problem 4 in 
[l]. Note that the matrix in (3) is X, for (Y = l/n, and it becomes the 
barycenter of Q(C,,) for (Y = per( R,_ I )/per( C,,). 
THEOREM. Zf a matrix of the form (3) is minimizing in Q(C,,), n 2 4, 
then the minimum occurs only for 
wr(L,) p = (n - 2)w-(L2) P4Cn-1) 
(Y= 
d ’ d ’ 
Y= 
d ’ 
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where d = per( C, ) - per( C, _ r ). Moreover 
min{per(S)IS E G(C,)} = per(R,-,) 
(per(;-i))“-‘. 
Proof. Let a, b, c be the values of LY, j3, y, respectively, for which the 
matrix X,((Y) is minimizing. Then, by Lemma 1, a # 0 and c # 0. If b were 
equal to zero, then a and c would be both equal to l/( n - l), and the matrix 
X,(a) would become R,/( n - l), and thus by Lemmas 2 and 3, we would 
have 
per(R.) 
(n - 1)” 
i.e., 
per(R,) G (n - l)per(R._,). 
However, for n > 4, 
per(R.) = (n - l)per(Cn-l) 
= (n - l)[per(R,-l)+per(R,-,)l 
> (n - l>per(R.-,), 
and this contradiction implies that b # 0. 
Now, by Lemma 2, 
per(X,(a)(nln)) = w-(X,(~)(lln))~ 
that is, 
c”~rper(R”_,) = uc”-2per(C,~,). 
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Thus 
cper(R._,)=aper(C,-,), 
and combining this relation with (4) and (l), we obtain 
per(L,) 
‘= (n-l)per(R,_i)+(n-2)per(R,_,) 
p4Ll) 
= per(G) - p4Ll) 
p4R.-l) = 
d ’ 
where d = per(C,,) - per(C,_ i). The values of b and c are computed using 
(4): 
b = (n - 2>p4Rn-2) PeG-A 
d ’ 
c= 
d ’ 
Lastly, the minimum permanent in Q(C,), under our assumption, is 
per(X,(a)) = per(K(a)(nln)) 
=C “-lper(R,_,) 
= per(R,_,) ( per(~~l))“P’, 
The theorem can be also proved by more elementary methods, finding the 
condition for the derivative of 
per(X,(a)) =/3y”-lper(R,_,)+ Ly2yn-2per(R,), 
to vanish, where p = 1 - (n - 1)a and y = (1 - a)/(n - 2). In fact, this 
provides a direct proof that in the set of doubly stochastic matrices of form 
(3) the permanent is minimum if and only if (Y, j3, and y have the values 
stated in the theorem. 
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